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Why do we Trade?
Life Style
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What is Swing Trading?

- A style of trading that attempts to capture gains in a stock within one to ??? Days.

- How many Swing Traders do we have?
What is Day Trading?

- A style of trading that attempts to capture gains in a stock within the same day. Closing the position by days end.

- How many Day Traders do we have?
A style of trading that attempts to capture gains in a stock within one to ??? Days.

- style of trading that attempts to capture gains in a stock within the same day. Closing the position by days end.
Profits

Equals $10K Per Year

$240. Per WK

$48. Per Day
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Profits

$480. Per WK

$96. Per Day

Equals $20K Per Year
Profits

$1900. Per WK

$380. Per Day

Equals $80K Per Year
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The only way to win this game is take the money given to us. We call this profits.
Swings, Cycles & Greed

Peaks

Valleys
Selling Tops

- **Greed Emotion**
  - Can it go higher? (Greed)
  - The lure of more money? (Greed)
  - Will it fall from here? (Fear)
  - Will I loose the money I have? (Fear)

- **Fewer confirmations**
Swings & Cycles

Peaks & Valleys
Swings & Cycles

Peaks & Valleys
Trade for Profits

The only way to win this game is take the money given to us. We call this profits.
Trading Style

- Day Trade
- Short Term Swing Trade
- Long Term Swing Trade

A Simple Plan
A Simple Plan

1. 1 or 2 Trade Strategies
2. Entry Plan
3. Stop Plan
4. Profit Plan
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PBO Strategy

Keep it Simple
Entry-Stop-Profit
The Buy Box

- An area that suggest the **SELLERS** are leaving and the **BUYERS** may be stepping in.
  - Trading places

- **Double Bottoms**
- **Multi-bar Bottoms**
- **Support**
- **M/A Support**
- **Price-Action** (Candlesticks)
The Buy Box

Buy Box
Trend
Narrowing bars
Multi-bar bottom
M/A Support

Risk is set (stop)
Time the Buy Signal?

- Candlesticks narrow range signals
- Candlestick reversal signals
- Multi-bar bottoms
- Left side support
- M/A support

Buy Low / Sell High
Buy Box

20-25% Profit

Buy Box
Support
Multi-Bar Bottom
WMB Trap

TradeStation Chart Analysis - WMB Daily [NYSE] Williams Companies

WMB - Daily 02/14/11 0=26.99 C=27.20 V=40,138 NYSE

Trap

WMB Trap
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25
SMOD Trap

Buy Box about 9% from swing high

Alert
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GRM Trap

Buy Box Trap
PBO PCF's

PBO T-Line 20 Trap
(C <= XAVGC8 AND C >= AVGC20)

PBO T-Line 50 Trap
(C <= XAVGC8 AND C >= AVGC50)

PBO Scoop Trap (8-50)
(C4 <= XAVGC8.4 AND C >= AVGC50) AND (C3 <= XAVGC8.4 AND C >= AVGC50) AND (C2 <= XAVGC8.4 AND C >= AVGC50) AND (C1 <= XAVGC8.4 AND C >= AVGC50) AND (C <= XAVGC8 AND C >= AVGC50)

PBO Scoop (Trap) Break Away (8-50)
(C4 <= XAVGC8.4 AND C >= AVGC50) AND (C3 <= XAVGC8.4 AND C >= AVGC50) AND (C2 <= XAVGC8.4 AND C >= AVGC50) AND (C1 <= XAVGC8.4 AND C >= AVGC50) AND (C >= XAVGC8 AND C >= AVGC50)
Thank you

Trade for Profit